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The Intel Core 2 Duo 1.66 GHz Graphics Card Intel GMA 950 Dell Latitude D520 is a 15-inch laptop that is currently on sale for $95.99. The Dell Latitude D520 uses a fairly fast dual-core Intel Core 2 Duo T5500 processor. Because it uses two cores, it will be better at performing multiple tasks at the same
time. To get a really amazing performance it would be better to buy a laptop with a quad-core processor like the Dell Inspiron M531R. The 512MB memory is a very low size, which won't be enough to do almost any real work on your laptop. If you feel that the model doesn't have enough RAM for you, you
can add extra RAM, up to 2GB. Latitude D520 is manufactured with The Intel GMA 950. This graphics card shows very poor performance and is only suitable for simple tasks like streaming video and internet surfing. This model has a small 80GB HDD. Hard drives have low prices, but they are much
slower than SSD and hybrid drives. Processor - Chipset Graphics Display RAM System Audio - Video Hard Drive Different Sizes - Weight Entering Battery Connection Connections - Expansion AC AdapterCPUNumber CoresCache64-bit ComputingData Bus SpeedChipset TypeProcessor Graphics Card
Diagonal sizeCoLorWidescreen DisplayColor SupportColorDis Resolution SpeedInstalled SizeRAMMax Supported SizeForm FactorSlots ytyEmpty Slots OS ProvidedType GPU Memoria Distribution TechnologyMax Dedicated RAM SizeSoundAudio Codec Spindle SpeedTypeCapacit Type
widthDepthHeight Type CapacityCellsTechnology Wireless ProtocolWireless ControllerWired Minutes like the Dell Latitude D520. Compare the specifications of this model with your competitors to find out which laptop has the best processor, graphics card, screen and battery life. This means that
SpecsPRO can help you choose the best laptop at the moment easily! Just check out the Dell Latitude D520 list of comparisons with your competitors and search for a laptop with the most powerful specifications. It is very important that you watch several Dell Latitude D520 video tests and reviews from
Youtube. Videos are the easiest way to get full information about laptop specifications and performance to help you make the right decision in your purchase. SpecsPRO invites you to get a good feedback from CNET, TechRadar and other experts. They can be very useful in choosing a new laptop. If you
already have a laptop, please share your opinion and appreciate it. Dell Latitude D520 rating will help significantly other users. Have you bought this laptop yet? Check out the Dell Latitude D520 to help other customers! Dell Latitude D520 Review by Dan Hunke's sleek, demure dark The view (click on all
the image review to enlarge them) The Dell Latitude D520 is the standard aspect of the road-ready business laptop following in the footsteps of the Latitude Dell D510, but sports an updated processor and sleek sleek Looks. Dell's Small Business website claims that the latitude of the D520 offers a
balance of features that budget-conscious businesses value; If they talk about a well-rounded feature set combined with solid battery in a durable package, they are certainly right. Latitude D520 I bought configured as follows: Processor: Intel Core Duo T2300E 667MHz Double main display: 14.1 inch
XGA LCD RAM panel: 512MB, DDR2-533 SDRAM, 1 DIMM Hard Drive: Hitachi 100GB, 7200RPM Optical: Sony 8X DVD/-RW Wireless: Intel PRO/Wireless 2200 802.11a/g WLAN Battery: 6 Cellular Primary Battery Warranty: 3yrs Next Business Day at Place and CompleteCare Ports: Replicator, Lock
Port, 1394 FireWire, PCMCIA Slot (supports ExpressCard/34), Infrared, Earpiece, Microphone, 4xUSB 2.0, 56k Modem, 10/100 LAN, S-Video Out, Serial, VGA Out via Dell Small Business website, this happened for a total of $1,516.86 CAD ($1374.22 USD) after paying taxes and delivery (thank god, for
a new 6% GST). Reasons to buy: This machine was purchased for a nonprofit organization and is designed to account for and process words, seeing a fair bit of travel. I wanted something solid and reliable with a good battery life, but at the same time I wanted to get the best value possible. The only other
brand I would potentially consider would be a Lenovo Thinkpad - but similarly equipped with any Thinkpad I could find was significantly more expensive. Overall, reviews of the latitude of the Dell line have been positive and praised the machines labeled as Road Ready as sturdy and reliable. Combined
with three years of fantastic warranty for Dell's Full Care and Next Business Day, I'm sure this latitude D520 should more than exceed its requirements, knowing that the organization's data is safe and well protected. Unpacking: Nothing special to see here, folks. Standard Dell fare, throughout and
through. The breadth of the D520 came in a standard brown Dell box - all business. Standard accessories are spare, but include a power adapter and modem cable, user guides and resource compact centers. The laptop itself is well protected in the foam case (which was immediately attacked by my cats)
and with the battery is already 80% charged and inserted into the car. Build and design: Less exciting on the outside, the latitude of the D520 offers a bit of surprise when unveiled. Having only previously used Dell's Inspiron line of laptops, I was pleasantly surprised by the build quality of the D520. The
solid plastic case includes a machine, the screen is attached to the base by sturdy steel loops, and the whole machine is built around a frame made of magnesium alloy. A little flexibility was present when solid pressure was applied behind the screen, but I had to exert much more pressure to get any
movement out of the palm of the lies, keyboard or lower dwelling. In a rare (hopefully non-existent) case, when the machine suffers from a fall, it is equipped Dell Dell strikes to protect the hard drive from short falls. Finally, any attempt to twist the screen was fruitless because it was not flexible. In the
Department of External Views, the latitude of the D520 brings nothing new to the table with the same gray plastic that has represented the latitude line for years. The opening of the machine provides a nice internal contrast with the soft exterior with a strong solid dark gray design surrounding the screen
and keyboard. Although it's not much looking outside, the latitude of the D520 pleases the eye with clean dark looks while in its most important position: open and ready to use. Screen: The only site review you'll ever need. As I was on a tight budget with other priorities, I was a little stingy on the screen
and fitted this model with a basic 14.1 XGA display panel. It should be noted here that Dell offers the option of upgrading either to a 15XGA display (1024×768 pixels, for an additional $50 CAD) or a 15SXGA display (1400×1050 pixels, an additional $100 CAD over the base display) for those who need
something more and/or higher resolution. If this machine were for my own use I would have sprung up for an SXGA display in an instant like the 1400×1050 my ideal resolution for 15 displays, but unfortunately this was not the case. Matte is the name of the game, and in my opinion, this is the only way to
go for a laptop designed for use in business. The screen is evenly lit, has excellent contrast and brightness and is clearly visible in all environments, including direct sunlight. As a smaller light leak is not significant and only bleeds from the bottom of the display. Minimal leakage. Speakers and sound: The
speakers are located on the front of the laptop, on either side of the display latch. This is easily my least favorite placement choice, like the sound is muted when placed on a soft surface and has to bounce off something before making it to the ears, regardless of the setup. The sound quality is impressive,
providing good clarity at any volume and an excellent base for a laptop without an integrated subwoofer. Either way, this machine will likely not see much use of its speakers outside of random presentations - but it will certainly do an excellent job at doing so. Processor and performance: Depending on the
configuration, the Latitude D520 can currently be equipped with either the Intel Celeron M (410 and 1.46 GHz or 420 1.60 GHz) or the Intel Core Duo (T2300E 1.66 GHz or T2400 1.83 GHz). Given the slight difference between The Celeron and Core Duo options, I can't imagine why anyone would bother
choosing the first, as the difference in speed between them is quite significant - especially when multitasking. At the same time, I refrained from upgrading to the T2400 as I knew the T2300E would provide more than enough muscle for the task intended. Even with only 512MB of RAM, the speed system is
lightning fast. Bootup fast, open almost instantly, and I still don't experience any lag lag and I doubt that the ultimate users of this machine will ever be. Benchmarks: Super Pi Comparison Results (Calculation Pi up to 2 million Precision Figures) Laptop Time Dell Latitude D520 (1.67 GHz Intel T2300E) 1m
29s Asus W3H760DD (2.0 G PentHzium M) 1m 33s Dell Inspiron e1505 (2.2.0 G PentHzium M) 1m 33s Dell Inspiron e1505 (2.2.0 G PentHzium M) 1m 33s Dell Inspiron e1505 (2.2.0 G PentHzMium M) 1m 33s Dell Inspiron e1505 (2.2.0 G PentHzium M) 1m 33s Dell Inspiron e1505 (2.2.0 G PentHzMium
M) 1m 33s Dell Inspiron e1505 (2.2.0 G PentHzMium M) 1m 33s Dell Inspiron e1505 (2.2 0 GHz Pentium M) 1m 33s Dell Inspiron e1505 (2505 (2.0 GHz Pentium M) 1m 33s Dell Inspiron e1505 (2505 1m 16s Lenovo ThinkPad T60 (2.0G GHz Core Duo) 1m 1m 1m18s Toshiba Satellite M100 (2.00 GHz
Core Duo) 1m 18s Samsung X60 (1.66 GHz Core Duo) 1m 29s Dell XPS M140 (1.86 GHz Pentium M) 1m 41s Sony VAIO FS680 (1.86 G G G Hz Pentium M) 1m 53s IBM ThinkPad T43 (1.86 GHz Pentium M) 1m 45s PC Mark05: Multithreaded Test 1File Compression: 5.686 MB/sFile Encryption: 48.654
MB/s Multithreaded TestFil2e Decompression : 43.857 MB/sImage Processing: 19.897 MPixels/s Multithreaded Test 3Virus Scanning: 3951.058 MB/sGrammar Check : 4.073 KB/s File Transcript: 49.854 MB/sAudio Conversion: 2560.130 KB/SWeb Page RenDering: 4,814 pages/sDivX Video
Compression: 63,248 fpsPhyPhy Calculation and 3D: 90.356 fpsGraphics Memory - 64 Lines: 418.252 fps HDTune: Super Pi and PC Mark scores speak for themselves, but I'm impressed with the performance of 7200RPM Hitachi drive. I originally intended to equip this machine with a 60GB 5400RPM
drive, but happened to buy while a free upgrade to the 100GB 7200RPM drive was offered and I'm glad I did; it's banish performs one in the zepto ynote 6214W I reviewed earlier. Heat and noise: With regular use - browsing the internet wirelessly while listening to music streaming over the network - the
fan stayed off, and the machine ran cool and comfortable with the only noticeable heat to get while under the left palm of the rest (and it was minimal). The fan kicks in according to heavy CPU use, but nothing that would draw attention during a quiet encounter. All this was while the machine was sitting on
my desk - like one of the fans and the cooling for memory located at the bottom of the laptop, using it on a soft surface, most likely an increase in heat and noise noticeable, but not significantly. Keyboard and touchpad: There is very little to dislike in this department; The Latitude D520 keyboard and
touchpad are solid without any flexibility, except for significant pressure. The keys themselves press comfortably with a decent range of motion, are well positioned, and the control button is where it should be - to the left of the function key. The space bar is good in width and depressing, even if tapped
from the side. The touchpad itself is easy to use, if a little small, and the drivers on can be easily configured for virtual scrolling. Large touchpad buttons are a dream to use because they are both quiet and offer a solid feeling when pressed. Overall, I'm happy with the keyboard and touchpad offered by
the Latitude D520. I'm sad to see that pointing The latitude of the D820 has yet to find its way down the chain, but many users are not familiar with using the pointing stick, and I have a feeling that it would be good to where this car is going. Entrance and weekend ports: The D520 is well equipped when it
comes to ports. It sports 4 USB 2.0 ports (two on the back, two on the right side), a PCMCIA slot that has Expresscard/34 compatible, VGA and S-video, headphones and microphone sockets, modem, LAN, Firewire, infrared, and serial for heritage peripheral support. Rear view (from left to right): 2xUSB
2.0, Modem, 10/100 NIC, S-Video, 25 PINs, VGA, Power and Exhaust. Front view (left to right): Left Speaker, Latch Display, Right Speaker. Left view (left to right): Security slot, 1394 Firewire, PCMCIA, infrared, microphone, headphones. Right view (left to right): Optical drive (with release), 2xUSB 2.0.
Wireless: Dell offers both 802.11 wLAN and Bluetooth as customizable options at the latitude D520, but I declined to add Bluetooth as it has zero use in the environment it's going into. Intel's 2200 chipset powers the wireless LAN part of the stuff and does a quality job, but I would expect no less from the
Intel chipset. The range is respectable and the speed is almost exactly the same as any other 2200 chipset-based laptop I've ever used. There is nothing to surprise here, although the ability to add Bluetooth if desired is welcome. Battery: Setting the D520 latitude gives you the option of a standard 4-cell 6
cell battery at no extra cost. For me, the slight weight gain was easily worth the extra battery life, so I jumped on the 6 cell. To put it straight - this battery will not disappoint. In the week that this laptop was at my disposal I experienced an excellent battery life, and over 4.5 hours of full charge to battery
warnings. With less drastic use (such as taking Wi-Fi out of the equation) I can easily see an excess of 5, if not 5.5 hours of battery life with a spare 6 battery. To further impress, Dell is offering a 6-cell media battery for $139 CAD that would effectively double battery life to more than a staggering 9 hours
of constant internet-intensive use. With minimal use - like working on reports with wirelessly disabled - I wouldn't put 11 to 12 hours of battery life out of the question, making this machine ideal for long flights and extended travel from the outlet. When you return to the outlet, ExpressCharge returns you up
to 80% of the capacity within an hour. To put the cherries on the cake, battery life can be checked while the machine is turned off using 5 LED battery counters built into the device. To sum up, I'm impressed. Operating System and Software: Customer Support: In the few years I've worked with Dell
laptops, I've yet to call Dell Customer Service for technical assistance. As this machine goes into the hands of those who are less technically inclined than I am, I that excellent warranty machine configured with includes 3 years 24/7 technical support for those rare occasions when I'm not not Available. It
remains to be seen how one of these support challenges go, but only in the future will show. Conclusion: Overall I am very pleased with the Dell Latitude D520. While this particular configuration is lacking in high-end bells and whistles like the top of the CPU line or dedicated graphics, it offers an excellent
balance of power and capability placed in a way that I'm sure will last for years of use and abuse I'm sure it will see. Not every user is as gentle with their laptops as I am, and I'm sure it will put up with just about anything that can be thrown at him. Otherwise, at least, it has a 3 year CompleteCare
warranty with the Next Business Day service. If something terrible happens and the machine dives into a frozen pond or is attacked by a vicious wolverine, important data will be backed up with the help of a DVD writer on and a great guarantee will take care of the rest. Pros: Solid build quality with little
flex, Strike Areas hard drive protection Clean and sleek looks that will do well in the business environment Impressive battery life Good Office app included (but not standard) 8x DVD writer Solid keyboard and touchpad Excellent screen resolution options (although this machine is not configured as such)
Cons: No pointing stick option, no third mouse button (although it may be a third mouse button) Left hand rest is heated with regular use graphics laptop dell latitude d520 specs. dell latitude d520 hard drive specs. dell latitude d520 power adapter specs. dell latitude d520 pp17l specs
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